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saucer information, and so on, for the respective locc j. Such
representatives were not paid, though they did receive free member
shipso

In February-^ 1953^ Bender set up a Department of Investigation
for the purpose of investigating and evaluating sightings and photo
graphs received at headquarters0 I accepted the post as Chief Inves
tigator, and the four-member team serving in the Depto were: Domlnick
Co Lucchesi (Aeronautics). Jersey City, N. J.; August C. Roberts
(Photographer), Jersey City, N. J.| Lonz^ Dove (Astronomer), Broadway,
Va0| and S. L. Daw (Clergyman). Washington, D.C0 The Depto began
functioning in June and handled four rather routine cases before
IFSB closed.

The Bureau published a quarterly review of Its activitiesv SPACE
REVIEW, first issue of which was dated October, 1952. During 1953
SPACE REVIEW hinted that a "startling announcement" would be published
in the July issue, which never materialized. The October issue, how=
ever, contained information very startling to most IFSB members and
to others who received It. The issue announced that "Effective Jan
uary 1, 195s*, we will no longer be known as the International Flying
Saucer Bureau, it has been decided to completely reorganizeo"

Refunds were offered to ail members, though they could accept
issues of another publication, the organ of Information for a new
organization which would not be concerned with flying saucers, but
questions of the universe in general* Wa have checked and found that
members who preferred cash refunds instead of the new magazine dj£
receive their money back. Details of the new organization have not
been announced, though SPACE REVIEW said there would be no paid member-
ships available, and memberships would be restricted to specialists
in "his or her particular fieIdQ"

Readers were mystified by this information, but were astounded
by further text on the front page of the publication:

"The mystery of the flying saucers is no longer a mystery. The
source is already known, but any information about this is being
witheld by orders from a higher source* We would like to print the
full story In Space Review, but because of the nature of the infor
mation we are sorry that we have been advised in the negativeo

"We advise those engaged in saucer work to please be veiy
cautiouso"

**********************

Our first indication that something unusual was going or. was a
letter of September 16, 1953? from Bender, advising us to accept no
more memberships for the Bureau until we had seen the October issue
of SPACE REVIEW. At that time we assumed there were some minor
changes to be made and thought little of it. Hewever I received a
telephone call from a friend a few days later advising me of the
forthcoming closing. This person had been talking with Bender on the
telephone when Bender suddenly announced. "I know what the saucers
&TJ,," and told about the closing of the Bureau.

I then telephoned Bender, who confirmed the same information.

Bender said he could not divulge the secret he had learned,, sine®
he was on his word of honor not to reveal it. He also told the person
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t Bendei a had found

from different oonversatio
had the idea of wr: :ers are in iiird for some tit

ne ©aid* he had I consisting of "diagrams
though he would lay wha i diagrams were about or

Ties were,, Some 9 informati arae to him
dream..-. H« said he oftei r.ed plots for stories and plays

he would like to write professions.

nder said he submitted this theory to some person, whom he
t name, for consideration, I couldn't learn whether it was

•nflrmation of the theory or for publication,, Shortly there-
-HREE MEN, IN DARK CLOTHING, CAME TO HIS HOME UNANNOUNCED AN
HIS ROOM WHERE HE HAPPENED TO BE AT THE TIME IN A RATHER

'US MANNER They had the information he submitted with the.
nese persons talked rather roughly and threatened cons*?-

f Bender disclosed the Information, which, apparently* they
as being correct., Also, as I get it, they gave Bender
information about saucers. The information evidently was

g. for Bender said he was sick far three days afterward and
k person who vlsUel Bender shortly after the alleged

• Lfmed that Bender seemed to be disturbed and was not q
asu - •

;h Bender flevejp d|d state JL& definitely, h« left the io-
he men were from the Government. .The visitors were human,
us. is rather mystifying to us why Bender will not

he Government was involved, nor give the date of
struck me as unusual that Bender was quite willing

Slewed and be asked hundreds of questions c ning the
his may well have been because of the friendship

likely we were imposing upon him. Mos^; questions eon-
g saucers* or leading questions which might be answered with

•s»n as to what the "answer" was* were answered with "I
answer tha^

********************

ier nas some information he has given his word not to
ios*.- 10 fears prosecution or pressure if he releases it,

illogical that he should tell me or anyone else what it 1*
Throughout the period following the IFSB closing, we have

of many interviews with Bender, and made a trip to Bridgeport
with him personally. By studying these Interviews and reflec

ts we can form an imaginary picture of what Bender
»wn from the general tone of the conversations and our

cautioned that in drawing such Inferences one can
mg9 and that the following is likely incorre,
•< we a outline our opinions, though eaut:
<m as opinions only, and .ps un Pie ones
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r Impres.
discloses the saucers to be a threat to Id.
ense against whatever is ii. i (Bender said a later v
vlng alone, gave him additional information, which made the picture
somewhat brighter). He said the people will have to know about the
thing soon, and that an announcement is scheduled for around th
of the year. There will be a preliminary announcement, he says,
help condition the people, after which the President will go before
the UN In much the same fashion as he did with the matter of sharing
atomic information.

Bender said as ha was listening to Eisenhower"s speech before
UN he was sure the President was going to reveal the flying saue-
mystery, when he began his speech by saying the world is faced .
a great dangerr At another time Bender said he didn't think Eis«
hower had been told about the mattero He says that any atomic wa
will have to take place quickly if we ever have one, because evider
we will have to work with Russia in the saucer matter.. Bender said
the UoS., Constitution will have to be changed to take care of nek

•if ltloni brought about by the saucer mystery

The infer station, when revealed, is going to put a dent in
science, Bender believed, and it would also affect religion in soms
manner* He would not say whether he felt the saucers were interpla:
taryc

********************

Adopting the premise temporarily that BenderHs account of the
visit is absolutely true? there is further danger in taking the Lr
mation printed above as the truth. If we were Bender, and had en
countered the experiences he alleges to have had, and be so obligated
to silence, we would not give out even this much Information We
might find it necessary to deliberately mislead someone questioning
us, otherwise we might unconsciously give them information that would
lead to the disclosure of the secret I was necessarily witholdingo
So this report of Bender's statements is again qualified, and we
hope this is not considered as absolutely factual information^ Inste
it is intended only as a guide for further speculation and delving
Into the thing by anyone who chooses,

When we first heard of the matter, from Bender, we believed the
thing implicitly, without any doubt whatsoever, and was disturbed by
the information, as a letter sent t® SAUCERIAN readers discloseda
However I felt it best to refrain from publicizing the matter, and
preferred to keep silent about the whole thing, fearing that disclosure
of what I had found out would prejudice Bender's position and leave
the impression he had told me more than he really hado If the Govern
ment had something it didn't want told, and Bender knew about it, I
felt that publicizing the matter would only lead more questioners
to Bender and perhaps get him Into trouble. At the same time, howeve
was worried, not about what the strange information Bender had run

across consisted of (though like everyone else I was very curious).
°f iti perhaps the Government was in some way abridging the tig

November 22, however, the Bridgeport Sunday Herald published
a story containing some of the same information I had obtained.

A
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port, Cor tekeeper at A^me Sh. ttrldgr
u fSB?^ h T' We8t Pitts town, Pa., about t«sn year? agoa
He is J2, unmarriedo During the war he served v* §0

e talking with Bender we usually were completely confide*
is sincerity and still accept, temporarily, his complete story0

b no obligation to refrain from considering
le angle* In fact we feel we have a definite obligation
onsiderlng the widespread publicity the matter has

idelve into all possible aspects of thdbase.-. We have
•#e accept his story temporarily, we shall not

s the possibility that there could even be hoax Involved, or
instances not exactly as revealed by him.

At fchfs pa: time, here is our own personal impressions
matter:
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such angles, there is the danger that others he

1 accept them as proven truth — and thus be
from the truth, while at the same time damaging the rep!ii=

i^xc some inn person©

i had it that IFSB was becked by a wcU-known
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ourselves see wh;
members (according
pay as,
available,. M .s publishing SPACE HEVIl
yeas f> The membe
teur put have enou^
REVIEW, with enc' age, « jmali

atlon expense*. >ing flying saucer organize
publishing things like THE SAUCERIAN(

pockets occasionally and make up the de: evolved0
one member of the Investigation Staff was paid a sala;
•shack out, and we can find no indications that anyone else ret

.alary, nor any indication of any unusual expenditures fcy the
Bureauo

Let us state here and now we do not think Bender is a Communi
nor have we seen any indication of any such activity within the
nar we cannot eoncieve of Communists using it as a front. We be
Communists would go crasy trying to keep a flying saucer organiz
in

********************

Another matter has come to our attention which lends erode."
the story of the secret information and the three men5 and provic
ground for further speculation

This information is as reliable as the man involved, and as r
as we ©en find out. he is a completely sincere and honest ind:
He is E* R« Jarrold,: president of The Australian Flying Saucer B
Latest issue of that Bureau's publication, THE AUSTRALIAN FLYING
SAUCER MAGAZINE, contains some hint of the things here reviewed, ar
incidentally, as far as we can find out from reading the magazine,,
Jarrold is as greatly mystified about Bender and IFSB as all of ui,

JARROLD WAS VISITED BY A MAN, WHO SAID HE WOULD DISCLOSE CERT
INFORMATION ABOUT SAUCERS IF JARROLD WOULD GIVE HIM HIS WORD NOT TO
REVEAL IT TO ANYBODY*

Though such a promise was contrary to Jarrold9s feelings and
policies, since he felt information should be made available to eve
one, he did give his word in order to obtain the information. The
information disclosed by the man, who showed credentials and qua)
fications which led Jarrold to believe he knew what he was talking
about, apparently was similar to that Bender affirms he nasi Jo

idently was not emotionally disturbed by the informal
"amazing/" and which in his opinion could have mad© Bendei

depending upon how greatly he took certain implicatio:

•
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about what the man disclosed,, , h may very well be wrwra.

alysing the events .'ate of IFSB, and

acts are e as they appear to
earles regarding actual g saucer origin has been

:ally reduced to no more than tw One of these is THAT
UNATE FROM MARS — WITH ALL THAT DMT MOMENTOUS FACT C

iE OTHER THEORY INVOLVES A STAGGERING EVENT Wh
VITAL REASONS- CANNOT BE RE\ H EVE;

BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
(NOT CURRENTLY IN THE POSSESSIOf- AFSB) HA

{EJECTED WIT WITH POSITIVE CERTAJ ALL TE6
• HERE IS THAT THE PARTICULAR IN: TON EMPK

LYING SAUCERS RATHER THAN THEIR t uter
is ours -fi.Blining

Although the information about i lends support to
Bender's story, let us further reflect upon it0

The following point may be quite important. One would infer
r was from Jarrold's government, but JARROLD DOES N«

IFICALLY STATE. THAT TO BE THE CASE^ He has stated that his organi
zation has not tally entered into any agreements with the govern
ment to withold Information. If one underlines the word "officially,•
that would still allow the government to be Involved; however we think
the statement reads more logically the opposite way0

BENDER HAS NOT STATED UNEQUIVOCALLY his visitors were government
men,. We are wondering if we all could be on the wrong track in this

Bender has persistently refused to divulge what branch of
ment was involved, nor will he the exact dates he visits,

however, has stated the exact is its tc.

is universally rumored and be
saucerenthuslasts that the Governor

THERE IS NO DEFINITE EVIL';
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-.curse, and assured
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f ear ng
ie being mysterious

myself as a subje
riy preaehr .eaders alone know how over;

we can become when we issue a special bulletin..
*********************

Is it possible that Bender and Jarrold have experienced some
, and, v have ed

ne re

.'9Ssessi<r we not,, wi
ginations and propensiti r~mongering, bu

•tory with geometrical progression?

asibillty the.se stories we are hearing are
••erspective and me gr a impending

we would rather .ere is a simples on.

cannot believe th< mment would act as described in the
e; neither e teeiieve the Government closed down thr<

leged actions of the three men have resulted in
the reverse of the supposed motives, in that the matter is

;g nationwide imj- ce0 We would rate the intelligence he
much higher than thato If Bender had a theory, which

)ifirmedv) it should have been no more important than the
of other unconfirmed theories, some of which are included

his issue*

ally we shall still accept these stories as carreer
involved are in our knowledge honest and truthful. »
-responsibility should permit us the privilege of

'iMs we feel we can do without prejudicing
>tual friendship and trust enjoyed by the principals Involved0

en one goes to the trouble to check into alleged cases of A
raonnel shutting up people who have seen saucers and have had

experiences, the facts do not hold true at the boater he
ases it is found that the individuals involved are

ponsible and without reputation for truth and

One authoi has gone into the Pentagon saucer situation as
book, is of the opinion we are rating the

s information about saucers far tors highly0 The Keyhoe
appears much less dramatic in the light of such
chere s captured saucers, or answers to the

:6ssed at ordinary Wright Field levels in 01
in this author"s opinion, a secret held

**aiL P ®f government, a project more secret
ated the A~Bomb0 The confusion and red tape

ent, and the conflicting statements coming from the Air Force9 are9
informant feels, a natural consequence ©f government, the result

th egnfusioa2taiffel?ene8S of opinion, and lack ©f real proof within
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read it. We do no
know are untrue, and

ig in spreading a hoax, Where
we we dt. -rwise we try to qualify the infor-

The "Monster" story In our first issue was a first-hand
own personal lnve but other information

have published can more easily cental r inaccuracy.,

We have stated before editorially we felt the saucers were so
ited no one probably would be able to figure them outo We

i to be the case,. At first we were caught in
aboit* "tovernment announcements and

time we b* ere will be no Government
jagnitude we do not believe the

men session of te answerso

we are nd there is a Government announcement explaining
saucers, we doubt i hall believe it implicitly. In that event

tJAUCERIAN will continue to speculate, as an organ of Information
that will check the * es announced as facto With any such announce
nt the need for a SAUCERIAN will be great.

re theory is again aired* That within a few years
11 have our own saucers Jn the skies, and that then we cam?

easily distinguish ours from THEIRS. Then the saucer interest may
ally die out.. If such a situation develops we hope our readers
still point dauttting fingers at the stars.,

relte ing saucers are real, but that we simply
don't know what they are. And our theory is that no one else does,,
as far as proving it*

We also predict that tomorrow we shall again have oir head in
the stars, and our feet slightly off the ground<, Tomorrow we shall
believe the three men story implicitly^ Tomorrow we shall imagine

at at any moment some dark agency of some secret society will come
into our office; ©r that some green man will abduct us In a saucer-

.3 shudder with an excited and ecstatic expectancy,
•eryd ousiriess world vanish and we aga

'*ets of the Planet Pie, whleh Is
•here in the sky. We shall send out -;ullei
We nay even tell you we have the AN,

ntlnue until some other darfc day
may touch earth* sit down and write something else like

While we are Dr0 Jeckyll, we probably will be Mr. Hyde tomorr
.% may be the other way around, who knowsr Whether right or wrong,.

we believe we are relatively secure from exposurec

(END-
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As THE SAUCERIAI -ess, saucers
Even if

people disagreed abrnt what the saucers
of them swore they did exist To

oaher perched high or Palomar
from Venus; to. seme they were devils^

to the man on the street they were
mundane-^experiments of trm Air Fore

d matt* looked down in wonderment at
trembling earth, a and quaked in

he sky, where
-,h«.e still floated eerily*

a Himalayan peak an "abomln*-
able snowman" joined a priest in his
meditations; in Malaya weird man«like

*s with fangs frightened rubber
workers; and In an American living room a ghostly face

red from a TV set at trembling children—a face that wouldn't
away.

Demonsridden Mt. Shasta, in California, claimed another vict:
iwiss mountaineer, one of a party of eight, headed by Jon Lindberg9
bled down an 300 ft., wind -blasted slope,, The famed "White Lama'"
•os Caslmir Bernard, of Santa Barbara, Califo, and New York, who
appeared in Tibet in I9h7) was pronounced officially dead, and I

estate was disposed ©f«

In the eastern part of the U„S0 drought conditions prevailed^
threatening water supplies in many cities* In Wheeling, W* Va0, a
foamy substance In the Ohio River added to the headaches of water ••
board officials The foam which looked like the head on a glass of

i- was accredited to s-ap detergents, though little was explained
why such a concentration could have been present*. When samples
the substance were brought into a warm room, Investigators declared,

'iturned to its liquid state and was as black as a pair of shoes*'

Somascope. utilizing high frequency soundv and described as a
radar-like device, was enlisted in the war on cancer, according

Howry, instructor in radiology at the University of Co}
He said the devise could detect internal growths and in some

eases distinguish between benign and malignant tumors0 Like radar,
iavice was not without its faults, for sometimes Somascope picks

phantom images of organs that do not exist, according to Dr*
Maybe they0re internal flying saucer

In Lawton, Oklahoma, a memory expert forgot his briefcac
Parke Lawton to make a lecture on "How Tt Remember,

admitted t.3 a nevspap- "Ice, where he same to submit
;iat the copy gotten briefcase* In Los Angele

expe- gmund erg, forget his hat when he :
;ing a talk "rain Your Memor.\
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ce said the disk was a mirage
Idahoian editor, Louis A. Bass, the

woke up the whole town

•

are Jets fai L«
;ust Later the A
te Oi f Daily
>rtainly wasn't a mlra

the Air Force said it sent up several jet fighters from the Moses
Lake, Wash*, Air Base, after two volunteer ground observers report
a mysterious "bright flat object perhaps 200 ft* in diameter" darting

erheado

Capto Homer Stewart, of the Othello, Wash*, Air Force Direction
Center, said the pilots concluded the object was the reflection of
lights from the nearby town of Potlatoh on a low clou

New Haven* Conn., residents wondered for the second time w
a week what a fiery red ball, believed by the Yale Unlvers
vatory tcs have been a meteor, really was-,

One observer said the object appeared to te about the size of
a golf bail, "the color of green fire and about 60 degrees over the
horizon, heading due west," and another described the object as "like
a huge yellow fire balloon with a long red tail„" The New Haven
Filter Center had received many reports concerning a similar object
men earlier In the week, on September 29o The latter phenomena

.urred October 2*

New Havssn residents still had no explanation of the fireball
that burst through a signboard there earlier in the year (See Sept*
SAUCERIAN)o More than one independent laboratory examined remains
of the thing and found it to be copper and copper oxide* The thing
didn't behave like a meteor or a bullet: after it went through the
sign, it went over a hill about a half-mile away-,

SAUCERS AND THE NEW REPUBLIC

Motorists reported watching a saucer land on the farm of Ml
Straight.,, near Alexandria, Va*, on September 23* Straight, pub

: NEW REPUBLIC magazine, did not see it himself, but witnesses
described it as a ht glowing object about 20 ft* in diameter
settled to the earth for a few seconds, then shot upward at fantasi

peedo

Gail Spragues who does some of the art work appearing in THE
SAUCERIAN, sends an Interesting story about a lady she knows who h,
a strange experience while berry picking

b wandering about, she found a round object about the size
a pie pan lying on the ground* When she pi deed it up to look

, she noticed a glow given off by the object* Whether she said it
plastic or metal I don"t recallo Unable to carry the object with

r, she decided to hide it until she finished picking berries* She
put & heavy stone over its but when she returned to get the objt
was gon«-

AIR FORCE CAMERAS

The Air Force said 75 of the new "flying saucer cameras8 had
already been delivered to various points across the nation-. Accor
ding to our information they are Vldeon * n „nj *u« viaeon J-Q cameras, something like
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SUE-ATOMIC PARTICLES

Further evidence of the limitless frontiers of the universe was
an announcement by atomic scientist J. Robert Oppenheimer, who said
physicists have discovered a new "sub-atomic world" populated by
mysterious particles which "without exception are unstable, dlsinU
grating after a time which varies from one millionth of a second to less
than one-billionth of a second into lighter components* Some of
these components are in turn unfamiliar to physics and are themselves
unstable*"

And when Salem College. Salem, W. Va*. announced a forthcoming
speech on atomic energy by Dr0 Hubert N Aiyea, students were
assured the lecture wouldn't be stuffy or boring, since the Princeton
University scientist had promised to illustrate it with "33 experi
ments and explosions*.,"

MRS, SANDERS REPORTS

SAUCERIAN reader Mrs, Glenn Sanders is also on the lookout for
saucerstories* She reports a July 23, 19531 sighting at Dunsmuir,
Calif*, by George Ince and a crew of seven laborers, about 11:^*0
a.m* They saw a shining object about 5i ft* in diameter, almost
stationary in the sky* It was a glowing disk, described as too bright
to look at steadily* Finally It moved off in a western direction*

At Chiloquln, Oregon, an object shaped like a top, about the
size of a plane, with a brilliant white light apparently suspended
beneath it, was described by residents* On Sept* 11, 1953, the object
appeared about 7:30 p0m*, flashed over the town, slowed up, stopped,
then seemed to move back and fortho It hovered over a bluff for
about an hour* The object payed the town a repeat visit the following
night. September 12; then on September 13 two of the same kind of
object returned, this time from the opposite direction* Glenn Kir-
cher, trained radar screen observer, watched the two objects through
binoculars, and could see their top shape clearly* They definitely
revolved, stated Kircher* Chiloquln is a small town of *tO0, is 35
miles north of Klamath Falls, Oregon, according to Mrso Sandersr,

nAitU) Dj.ois.8 AND RED TAPE

The rounds a recent letter we wrote concerning saucers may be
interesting- Elliott Rockmore, of Flying Saucer Researchers, Brooklyn,

Yc, had sent us a 19^9 clipping about two weird disks found In an
abandoned barn in Maryland by state police* The twin disks, six feet

iiameter, and each equipped with a pr^pallor and mc had been
made by Jonathan Caldwell, an Inventor, the police were informed It
was also reported Caldwell and his famiJy had disappeared In 19s*'



We wrote the
replied that since all suoh
authorities, the

Then I race t let^ <ear<
and Development id, ir
available but had forwarded :ng to ATIC a
son Air Force Base, Ohio, for ac

Wright Field evidently sent the ers back to.Washington, for
finally I received a reply from White, of the Air Force, which
stated they were unable to find any information on the matter
their flleso They enclosed the latest release concerning Air Force
attitude on saucers*

SNAKE CHARMERS

That the Indian snake charmers may have had something on the ball
with their strange piping was more widely accepted after a sound
truck, playing a snake charmer number recorded in India, lured a
M*-ineh cobra out of hiding in Springfield, 111*

Skeptics said cobras couldn't hear music because they had no
ears, but employees of the Reynolds Manufacturing Company, from
under whose warehouse the snake came slithering, were quite con
vinced as they beat the cobra to death with a *t by *»0

Still unexplained was the killing of ten hooded cobras in the
eight-block area* The owner of a pet shot there said he once kept
such snakes, but hadn't stocked them recently*

Other crawling beasts were mvao A four-foot brown snake,
which an A.SeP.C.A* man could not identify, invaded a Manhattan
apartment, frightening Slgmund Hauser considerably, who found it in
his kitchen*

A crab nipped a cop in Baltimore* Sgt* Paul Aires was searching
a house for numbers slips* lifted the lid of a pot and ran his hand
Inside* A crab grabbed him by the finger, but the search continued
when he got free, and he found the evidence he was after*

A Fortean kind of beast was reported near Shlnnston, W. V
Ardel Lazier told how hunters and.youths had been frightened by an
animal which cried like a wildcat, but sounded like a horse when
heard running through the bushes*

William Mayers, of Washington. D. C, who claims he has hypno
tised more than a million people, including audiences of thousands
at a time, was one of thirteen hypnotists who got together In that
city in an effort to find means to eradicate the popular conception
that hypnotism is a kind of voadoolsm or black magic*

Mayers told a reporter that not once did any of them glare into
each other's eyes, mumble incantations or snap their fingers weirdly <;
but that means of using their strange gift as an adjunct to the
medical and psychiatric professions were discussed*

In Miama, Flae, 9~months-old Billy Gillespie whistles at that
tender age* His motherv Mrs, William C Gillespie, had a habit of
whistling at the baby to amuse him, and one day the baby whistled right
back at her* The kid canH carry a tune yet8 however^ Mrs* Gillespie
further disclosed
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NEON AND NUDE WOMEN

There was another strange jungle tale* That an isolated tribe
New Guinea may have perfected a system of artificial illumination

equal, if not superior, to twentieth century neon tubes was suggested
by Co So Downey, delegate to a conference on street lighting in
Pretoria,, South Africa*

He related stories of traders who had penetrated a strange valley
near Mt. Wilhelmlna, where they were "terrified to see many moons
suspended in the air and shining with great brightness all night long
The "moons" were described as stone balls about 12 ft* in diameter and
mounted on high columns*

The tribe, according to Downey, is ruled by women, who imprison
their men in caves, tolerating them only during the mating season.
Speaking of the manner of dress customary in the village. Downey
affirmed there was none, and said the women go about their work com=
pletely nude* "disdaining even the tufts of grass worn by women of
other tribes "

SMOG AND QUADRUPLETS

A weird smog which residents of Dravosburg and Lincoln Place, Pa*,
say smells like sewer gas and smarts their eyes, seems to get worse
every year. The smog evidently comes from some location between the
two places, and the wind decides which district gets the most of ito
Mrs. Peter Mathos, of Lincoln Place, who complained to Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette reporters about the vile-smelling smog, said it turned
the paint on her house black overnight, and that many of her neighbors
are complaining about, their silverware being tarnished and the silver
peeling off mirrors*

British tax collectors were recelpiants of a "curs© from the
grave" from Eric Vincent Poors, whose will declared: "From the grave
. curse the board of inland revenue which have ruined my life. All
inspectors of taxes are sadistic and depraved individuals with no
sense of equity, Justice or even common decency.,"

A Weymouth? Mass.., w^man had her fifth child in fourteen mc
(four of them quadruplets) and British Columbia offlei
ulatlons prescribing the volume and tone of Diesel horns an Canadian
railways, which were confusing moese and playing hav Lth t;
life* In banff, Alberta, Canada, police were looking for "The Great
Dr. Zomb,"1 a stage hypnotist who had put a 19=ye 3 waitress
sleep at one of his performancesc They wanted him to unhypnotize the
waitress, who wanted to sleep all the time and refused to ei
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Carlisle, Pa., and adjacent areas
have been surveyed, perhaps >ugh»

fey S' believes SAUCERIAN
reader C- lover, who reports*

"In July. 1951, a friend, whose
integrity I'll vouch for, saw a
•small craft, apparently remotely

•trolled$ moving about the north
edge of town; he had the presence of
mind to stop a passing motorist for

iflrmatlon and they exchanged
addresses* In 1952, during the
nationwide flurry of sightings,
village two miles east of Carlit

was leisurely reconneitered by a craft described as comparable to a sd
me in size ed glow came from Its concave under=surface; a white

om a turret-like tope This was seen at 10 p.m* by doze'
Anuthe aiinutes by what

cribe t weidin; that hovered overhead while
and his are repairing a piece of read machinery in a m^un-

3 dis ies south of this place about sundown
last summer*lt M iver feels that all the witnesses reporting the
sightings are reliable and hones

hough it happened a year ago, on Jan. 17, 1953, Mrs* A, Do
Martell, of Little Rock, Ark., reports some interesting doughnut-shaped
saucers* "They were above the cloudso The clouds moved on under them
and made them look more pink. First you know that when steel is red hot
it is not only pink but blue* That's the color they were, only the sky
was covered with them* As they blinked out another would show up much
brighter in a different direction. There were many* The hole In th#
middle was the sky?. and they all had the same blue centers and were rounds
Wee *fcre sundown I saw a huge ball of silver rolling west

behind the small red clouds that form at sunset* As It moved9
dn spread that reached a long way down as it traveled,
minu? more and was still going west till it went behi

3d as I walked two blocks,
>me other witnesses
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Police officers said no an > saw the saucers, but two
policemen had t: : ick up the substance, de ed as lik iss
wool and melting \xpan touch., A similar occurrence was repc
Octo 29, 1952, in the town of
about a dozen people, Ung a
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saucers surrounding a cigar-like object flying through
at about 6e000 ft*
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CORPSE ASKS FOR FIVE DOLLARS

In Chicago, James F. Gardiner, 60, convinced his wife, who had
buried him two weeks before, that he saw still very much alive, He
telephoned her and asked her to send him $5*00*

Gardiner, who had left his wife in 19^7, spent most of his time in
the city"® skid row districts since that time, Fingerprints of a
man found dead on the street were traced to Gardiner"s jai3 record.
and Mrs. Gardiner had identified the body as that of her husband,
Puzzled police will exhume the body burled In Gardiner's name and
reopen the inquest*

Mrso Gardiner tried to convince the caller he was not her husband.
telling him about the funeral, but the voice assured her. "Iam alive
and I'll be happy if you'll send me $5*00*

SAUCERS INVITED TO AIRSHOW

How do you go about sending an invitation to a aaucerman? The
San Diego Citizens Committee for a recent airshow at Miramar Naval
Air Station, Calif., worded theirs as follows:

"The Citizens Committee believes that Air Power Day, Nov. 22,
would be a fitting occasion for the first public appearance on earth

any inter-stellar or inter=planetary space ships which may be
operating in the vicinity of planet earth* Accordingly, the committee
extends an invitation to the pilot or commander of any such space
vehicle to land at the Miramar Naval Air Station during the air show
program, from 10 a*m* to h p.m-,

"Suitable landing area will be available on the ground and ade
quate security facilities will be provided for estion of the
visiting aircraft and crew.'1

No saucers showed up at the show, according to later rep
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The kiddles were watching the Ding Dong School when the Fe
the way,. The Face that leered out from one 3ide of the TV

puckered for a kisso

When Mrs,, Jerry Travers, of Long Island.* U. Yo, went to inves-
she became more frightened than the terror"Strieker

and turned the screen tov ie wallo

Along with the holies of curious visitors to the Travers home
juped TV re] en and technicians whc out he
ge of singe had been on the Morey Am?
, the morning of December 9, before the kiddie prog
the screen, and refuse -judge no ma : channel was

tuned in*

"It can't happen^" a CBS man flatly deelar>

But to Mr* and Mrs. Travers, the many visitors and re r»s
it was real* The set had given them trouble before, but never had
showed ghostly fa - experts had never heard of similar occur
rences*

Efforts to find a logical explanation were fruitless at firsto
ers at RCA, NBC and CBS doubted it had happened* Fir he

Telechrome Color Television Laboratory at Amityvllle, answered
the Travers' insistent demands and gave an opinion* Ray Clurman„

of engineer, agreed with some who had suggested an electron
\a" had burned Miss Lane "a image into the phosphorescent

Inner coating of the TV tube, and predicted if that had happened,
the weird image would disappear within MJ hours.-:

Evldently Clurman called his shots wit c accurac; when
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a new or

The image, illy, i love, affording to ot
mation, likely v/as one "frame" of the amission, mucl
as if one shoulc a motion picture projector and show one
or "frame" of film.-

Walter Wlnehell fe. had all been a publicity stunt and name4
the nan he thought was responsible*

SWEDISH PILOTS SEE SAUCER

t hear the radio reports, and print this on hearsa
but it seems two Swedish pilots, flying over Scandinavia, flew
ajtfig a saucer, described as a large ship flying at high ape.

is coming from the direction of Soviet air bases* From the
reports we have, the pilots got an extremely close look at t
saucer, one of the closest yet* Only thing the newspapers publi
ihat we have o, sighting is the standard debunking it*
after most sauce, za break* According to this story,
businessman said the saucer was one of his huge American-made
balloons carrying the message, " Christmas'.0

,e Swedish chiefs of staff had ordered an invest! rte
"m. seen moving at "super-sonic" speed, and the newspape. rt
added that a defense staff spokesman said a preliminary cheek made
it "Improbable" that the object sighted v/as a balloon*

We may be mixed up on this story, but as we said, we got it
through hearsay*

ANOTHER MYSTERIOUS CRASH

A I let Jet airliner exploded in the aix- over the :
ding to Italian flsherm*,,
?urred during perfe *athe

f son* ard had been found at t*
anc od to have been lo.°

e !de<- . of a



phabet was fouM on \ 11 of
am J» Wilkinson, Los Angeles ele

ien. thought to have been kidnar O by
a flying sauc i as© our readers
have an occasion to talk with saucermen,
we can supply part of the translation*
Acoording to English words Wilkinson
penciled under some of the symbols,

teah-Tal" is translated "Great Life,"
M*en"ph~Mau" means "Poseid Returning,s"
and if you say "Josh~Tau«Mauth" to the
little green man, he1!! know you mean
"Births give cataclysms*" While admitting
this partial translation will allow n@
conversation of great variety, it is the
best we can do, in that the Editor's
knowledge of interplanetary tongues
is Limitedr. If this translation fails
you might try sign language or telepathy*

IBo CStory follows)

FE~FEARS HUSBAND IN SAUCER KIDNAP

In Las Angeles a flying saucer
gobbled up saucerenthusiasts Wilbur J.

ikinson and Earl Hunrath, airplane
and al

At least that is the ©pinion of Mra0
Wilkinson, who is sure a saucer they were
searching for kidnaped them*

No trace of the airplane or its
occupants have been found*

Mrs* Wilkinson related how the pair
believed that little men from the planet
"Maser" were ready to invade and that the
world was coming to an end* Hunrath
claimed to know the whereabouts of a sauce*
that had recently landed, and talked Wil
kinson into renting the plane and going

look for it*

Investigators fr?und Wilkinson's den
till of electronic equipment, tape recorders
and radios* The walls are lined with
flying saucer pictures, weird signs and
formulas, which his wife says were supposed
to be the new interplanetary language Csee

lustration at right),.

She told how Wilkinson had tape recor-
>gs of conversations with men from other

planets and pointed out a message tacked
to the wall, supposedly received by radio
from a "Prince Reggs of the Planet Maser

©) Enlih
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S/Jl/CER?

A strange tale of a Russian flying saucer and the secret police
came out of the Soviet zone of Germany, as the M searched
franticaly for a witness who escaped*

An observer for the British INTELLIGENCE DIGEST, said to hold an
important position in Berlin, and a man "not readily susceptible to
sensational rumor," doesn°t report it first-hand, but got the repo*
he said, from an eye-witness whom he has "known both personally and

ficlally for many years*" The name can9t be used, the DIGEST
relates, because the man Is hiding from the secret police who would
like to have him quite badly*

Between July 19 and 26, Inhabitants of some of the towns and
villages on the German-Polish border along the Baltic coast, especially
in the neighborhood of Stettlner Haff and mouth of the Oder, saw
saucer-like objects, generally flying in groups of six or more,
traveling at terrific speeds with the usual abrupt twists and turns*
They saw most of them around dusk and early morning, but glowing
objects were also seen streaking across the skies at nig;

The regular appearance of the objects aroused much interest among
the observers and reports were made to East German and Polish police,
as well as to the intelligence services of both countries* Both
services sent investigators, but on July 20fofficials began to deny
the evidence, apparently lost interest in the reports, and made it
known It would be unpopular to see any more saucers* Any more reports
would brand the observers "Imperialist rumor -mongers*"1 Although they
said little about it, the people continued to see the objects^ just
the same*

The flights stopped suddenly from July 26 to July 29, but from
July 29 to August 1, they resumed*

But the strangest event occurred on a stretch of railroad eon~
nectlng the towns of Mledzysaraje and Wolln* Seven workers (five
Poles and two Germans) saw one of the objects land. It descended at
great speed, finally settled to the ground slowly with little noise*
The seven observed the object for about 20 minutes, after which they
were joined by a Polish policeman whs> then went away to make a report
on it*

Meanwhile the witnesses, selng n® mot nor any people, about
the object, approached It for a closer lookr, The description they
gave was perhaps crude, pne of them was a technician of a;
They said the saucer had a spherical cen! ha large flat ring
around it, from which wide exhaust pipes, similar to jet nozzles,
protruded* The sauce; iade of metal openings were apparent,
and If there were anyone Inside, he or "it" wasnflt moving around*

On both the central sphere and ring the witnesses saw Russian
JUtfcriptlor
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: ii Russia co\ ve made a pact with i Lanetary sa
men

a author of ai n a German magazine. FRANKFUR'i
ih and 21, 1953), believes he has

that the saucers are made In the Soviet Union >

He states that a group of German officers went to Russia in 1
under the program of exchange between the Red Army and the Germt
Reicnswenr., / ./ikell, specialist In high frequencie
went with the group* In July, 1929, one year later, the officers
returned, but one was missing — Plnkell* In 19*+5 his name was aga
heard: he was ifessor at that time? Later he received al
high decorations f ie Soviet government

The German author then asks, what did the Russians get f]
The writer believes they received the ideas of Pinkell's form
frien»J lewetzow, who was generally regarded as a era-
and whose small booklet abi* mown rays in the universe waa
disci >

Basl theory concluded that all the universe is
filled wit ... unknown rays which are coming from all the possible
directions and likewise going in all directions, thus causing an eq
librlum* The rays, thought Lewetzow, cause certain pressure on bodies
in space,, but because they are coming from all directions, they make
ibhe bodies wei is*

The equilib is destroyed as soon as tw>$ bodies come close
each othe The rays, after going through the I dles,;
ene ng what we as gravitational attraction
Both the bodies are pressed from one side by the yet strong
the rays If or the bodies is smajI

to the o Lewetzow said that same da
wil vn how to weaken these rays artificially and so gain a
an unlimited source of energy* He discussed possibilities
building ircraf ?h couSd use this energy for propul

] magazine article fur the ;es tt
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>r Pinkell in Magnlto~

?pteai eased a report advising of
Then the rail] < over, and a new place was chosen

work he Valley of Belaja in the South Ural Mountains,

Professor Andrij Gorjew, until then absolutely unknown among the
ssian scientists, was assigned chief of the expanded project*

Later Prof. Gorjew received the Stalin Prize and a whole collection
'©orations from the Kremlin* Pinkell was arrested and sent to a

conaentration camp*

How did the writer get all this information? He claims to know
about a secret file belonging to CIA-250/eE, and tells about qg&nts
who were sent behind the iron curtain, only one of which returned in

;9l*99 with photos, notes, newspapers and copied documents*
a agen^ had been working in one of the Russian research centora

as an assistant of some kin

The writer? who believes Russia has had the saucer since Jan* 13»
19^, gives the text of a report released by the Zlalkowskij Instltut
in February, 1952, which tells about the space platform the Russians
are constructing* They said the space platform would be constructed
in the same way as a certain kind of aircraft, which had been In
production for a long tirae^ using some kind of recently-discovered
natural energy0

THE SAUCERIAN hasn't seen the German magazines, but the corres-'
Sondent who quoted them is most reliable, although he stated his

erman wasn°t very good and the articles had been translated with
some difficulty* The ©orrespondent also urged caution in accepting
the story as fact, pointing out hoaxes that had appeared previously
in German publications* He had read the Lewetzow theories two years
before the saucers gained publicity, and believes the article Is
factual to that extent*

*************

Although it was declared a hoax by Civil Defense, William McMiean,
30, from Patton. Pa*, said four "enemy agents," thought to be Russian
saboteurs, had landed on the Lake Michigan shore north of Chicag©
on Dec*

They got off a raft and spoke among themselves in some foreign
tongue, presumably Russian, then asked him in English where the nearest
Air Force base was located -- all this according to McMlcan, who was
hired recently as a maintenance man and watchman for the swank Moraine-
on- the - Lake Hotel-,

Gen. Robert M, Woodward, Illinois Civil Defense director, told how
the Coast Guard and defense units had received reports the night
before of mysterious flares that appeared in the sky over the lake-,
McMlcan was taken Into custody by Federal authorities, though the
U.P, report reaching THE SAUCERIAN didn't explain what the charges
were*

Maybe the event was less a hoax than the reporter was led to
believe,-,
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Pleasure and p e rose of the meek
are all manifested here,,
and ea ids wealth it Is moved to seek

another sphere.

e, saucer man, I > will
for a man after your own heart*
a palace, a hovel, a cross on a hill
holds somewhere yoMr counterpart*

ABOUT THE A!' .» C, Miller is editor of ECHOES OF WE.
BGINIA* This $0*page quarterly j magazine was founded in IV

by Doris Enfield Hicks, business uan*ge£ murage and publish
eative writing by West; Virginian

THE SAUCERIAN feels honored to have a real, hones Wrw* goodness
poet aw a contributor* The a>, "Reflections" has published a
book of poetry, WHO BURNISHES THE LAMP, available at $2*00 from the

ffiee, or yea can order from THE SAUCERIAN. In commenting on
"Reflections.en the authi ^rves "that a saucerlan might find surfa
differen Lf visiting the earth), but the essentials here would be
about the same he left at home. Perhaps his sphere has about the same
elements as ours9 and the same sort of people! good, bad, Indifferent,
and the different, such as you, me, and Lllith Lorraine^"1 And so there
you have a poet's view of flying saucers*

We have a feeling that any reader who likes gond poetry will like
ECHOES OF WEST VIRGINIA. Some of its contents have a good old-fashioned
flavor, a smell of the wood fire, a feel of the hill-locked mountaineer,-
You cautiously tread across a frozen b« -ook, on the way to church, or
walk* as a chi Long the roads of spring; and though the mud may
squash betweer toes, you recapture a half remembered thrill* Nor
is the verse without its devils, wicked and mountain-spawned,, though
ingratiating in their own ways,. From the pastoral to the Intensely
modern^ the poetry provides refreshing variety0 Literary standards
are high- Subscriptions $2o00 for four issues* Address 126 Hill D
tharl.- L, w- Va0 ts very likely will get you a sample-
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eyhpindja: e afternoon of S

Creek :rs were st.
ai mt was ted to already left for

When I asked why they had ho early in the see .^e
Id me they were not in the habit of .ing unti

firsl winter drove them out, I was told the dampness
the mine in the /eather was damaging their health* I all
learned that assayers found that their ore was not titanium or any
thing else of value*

then went to the mining camp eight miles up the road from
Brush Creek* When 1 reached the miners" comp site I put my pack and
canned goods in the framework for a tent they had left there far theijr
return next season, got Into my sleeping bag and retiree

The next day I went to the landing site at the junction ^rdan
and Marble Creeks, and took an all-day hike downstream from

int to see if I could find evidence of any new landings; bu
search proved futile and I returned to my camp site,, I was e
supper when I heard a car coming down the r©ad„ It was a ranger in
a jeep* He stopped and gave my camp site a "fishy" look, and did

give me the friendly "htiwdy" I had heard so often from the luiab
men and other friendly natives hat area med eating
and didn't give him more than g«0 He lei y,

when I was ugh eati /erlooking the land
site and sat watching it uh then I returned to camp
where I chanced to glance up and saw a hovering, glowing light aboi
the size of Jupiter under 50x magnification. I hoped at first that
it would land5, but it began moving from its position east of me in
a southerly dii an, and soon passed from si. It was Sight amber
in color and made no audible sound* I had no watch with me^ but the
time can be approximated somewhat from the fact that It was twilight
with no stars yet visible continued watching the sky for some
time after that, but not -"urther showed up.,, so I retire

ahby a<
i

was comfortable a X ass im
.ings and eom*: as

•irge was, and he said he ws taking dm my
i n K" a - •



starting a cai.
$ miles

they suspected in
them I had come to th< 3 came pe
the 20th as the mir

They asked me if I hi rs wh: was U] *e
and I told them about the t ire they had an
also told them X had at one time a saucer rese .

3an Dieg© When we reached 0 e it was midnight and they
asked me where I 9 name cy parents,

Butte County
ide m, the nex

began eating with a piece of breads When one of the a
came down the corridor t *sked him for a spoon* He slid >ne
me under the do< ross the dirty floor * A little later
there was a service bell, so I rang it in hope they would tell me
on what charge I wai ig held, and n ;W long they intended uep
me. When someone came, I asked him what the charge wasfe and he
smiled and said. i*t you knov-

asked him 1 mid been notified and he said they
had, which I found out later was not true* That afternoon the
sheriff who brought me inv. came in and told me he was going
me but aldn^ the mountains sold him I was n
prepared to gJv< idea up and still wished to return* He then
asked me if I had ever been In a mental hospital, 1 told him the
I hadn"t9 and he sa >.ay were worried my mental health an&
explained that if anv happened to me whi was in the mou
tains the blame would fall on the county*

He said that since I still wished to go to the mour
would need off permission, and he would arrange an interview v,
the district attorney,, but in the mee I would have to re
my cell. I askeds "Do you think it a person's men;
health e kept in soli tare* they saw that I got some company
the drunk tank*

Next afternoon I was taken to the Orovilie district attorney's
office where I was asked to give a review of my reasons for wanting

oack to the mountains* I told him the same thing I had told the
sheriff?, that I had at one time belonged to a saucer research group,
and was there to see if a saucer would show up on the 20th* Of course
it was already the 21st, but I still had hopes I might see something
further, as I had on the , The district attorney said he would give
the sheriff a ring a lit iter to let him know if it would be
all right for me to return to the mountains. But night came and I waa
8till in jail, The next afternoon J was taken to an upstairs
where I was fingerprinted and photographed* Then I was taken to U
court house, where I was given a paper ordering a hearing as
a mentally ill person,. The court \ lied to order and
questioned by a psyehia' r and d3 y
as witnesses. 1 was ask-



* a few quest.'
I assured t; as to

>f th>
questions atrist said he sav
and suggested dismissal of the case, a judge acted according

I asked the judge if there was any law to keep me out ie
Sierras. He said there was not. but advised me not to g
When I went back to the sheriffs o. to gather my gs the
sheriff came up to me and said. "I hope you don't have any hard
feelir tie were doing this In your Interest and for your prat-
tion*" (END--P8I

With contacts spread
over the entire natio/.
THE SAXERIAN receives
information on saucers
almost daily* Some of
this information is
fragmentary, is unchecked,
and has followed hearsay
through two or more sources*
Some of it Is downright fantastic* While these bits of information
may contain a great amount of fact, at this moment they fit into the
rumor category* We know more about the autnentiei' jome items
than others, but are putting them all Into a comumn which we believe
is aptly titled*

If wild rumors do not always involve facts, we fee y are
nevertheless interesting, at least as fiction. But trie reader can be
reasonably assured that he is not reading f geth*

LD RUMOR3 A I

a sau ring a I

plane was magnaticaly lev!
flight

Observers Corps \7 '-•. 9 i: C

Mr* Monger
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WORLD'S FIRST SAUCER

**By Laimon A. Mitrls**

Coming on the heels of details about a saucer-shaped . aft
being built In Canada was an official announcement that the world's
first saucer sighting station was under construction at Shirley's
Bay, ten miles northeast of Ottawa*

Wilbur Be Smith, who is engineering the station, which has been
designated "Project Magnet," believes if there are any interplanetary

ying saucers, "They must work on some technology which has something
common with our own basic physics* If that is so, our equipment

be able to detect their

b equipment, said to be capable of proving or dispr
existence of flying saucers, includes every conceivable type of
ding device, and will be manned 2k hours a day. Devices include
radar, an Ionosphere recorder, a magnetometar, a radio set running
full volume at 530 kilocycles, and a gravimeter, the latter described
as a new device to "calibrate the acceleration and d« .ite the
gravitational pull."

A bell will ring when any instrument is uted, and person;
will be instructed t© make Visual observations ale

A long article in the Toront© Dally star said the station would
be ready by the end of 1953, but that the real worth of the project
would not be established until the summer of 195S when another cycle

saucer sightings is expected. The paper noted tha'4 "Project Magne
researchers have found that saucer reports have come in flurries about
two years and two months apart, occurring when Mars is nearest the
earth*

In further commenting on saucers„ Smith told reporters there is a
90 to 95 per cent probability that the sighted phenomena actually
exist, do not represent hoaxes or dolusions0 Broken down,, the 90 to
95 per cent Includes a 60 per cent probability that the objects are
"alien vehicles/' a 10 per cent probability that they originate on the
earth, and a 30 per cent probability that they constitute something
which man knows and can conceive absolutely nothing; for example, some
type of time travel involving a form of life other than protoplasm*

The Daily Star further commented: "Mr* Smithes personal belief
that saucer sightings are related to alien vehicles* probably powered

electromagnetic propulsion, and coming from oi space, may at le;
be argued consistently* Scientists have long been aware that the
creation of a magnetic "sink' — a collapse of the earth's magnetic
field -- would release electrical current and could be used to develop
powerful reaction forces capable of driving a suitably designed aircraft
at fantastic speed* Laboratory researchers have satisfactorily proven
the theory but so far they have been unable to create a "sink" which
lasts for more than a fraction of a second*"

„ m f&P..Pape* further remarked that the magnetic "sink" explanation
had nothing to do with the saucer-shaoed aircraft the A,. V "ompany
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looks like the Indians art- prised a ing these thl:
streaking across the sky> They say they have seen them all the time;
their grandfathers have seen them and there are legends tlsat the
saucers have existed since the First Lay0

To the Indians they are not "saucers," "disks .jr
what the white nn Is them — they are the Demon Windigo and his
fiery feet. There could be something to this Windigo business
there is a Windigo Lake in northern Manitoba and als& one in the area
of Sawbill Lake and Steep Rock (Remember the landii ear tt
Steep Rock Iron Mines reported in the Fe!

People I ans in Northwest Canada have
more legends* Maybe I^m just wasting ray time by
these things, but somehow the old legends are fascinating
there is more truth In them than we think* (END==LAM)
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REPORT FROM ENGLAND
VISUAL SIGHTINGS CONFIRMED BY RADAR

By Wo Jolliffe

The last few weeks have seen queer golngs=on in this part of the
world. More startling than anything was the fact that the saucers
appeared with a bang on the front pages of leading newspapers up
until now the British press has treated the subject with noticeable
reserve*

Something untoward was seen and reported on Nov* 3, 1953 by
two RoAoF* pilots*

Flying Officers T. hnson and C. Smith, flying at 20,000 ft*
over Kent In a Vampire j the circular ob^ n passed ever
them much higher than thev •reraendous speed.-, emittinj -ting
a fierce light* The object apparently was in level flight

Expecting to be *aughe5 at* they told their story rather hesita
West Ma .ion,, but Group Captain I Hamiey appeared
be greatly interested and put in a report Command,

which department sent for the two) officers and questioned them f
an hour and a halfc

Further confirmation of British saucers came from the War.0ffice8
whi<2h reported tha object, appearing to be cir< sphfe
and white in color, had been tracked by radar for **0 minutes the same
day*

The report stated, "After approximately ten minutes the obje:
began to move away very its bearings remaining constant :>
Finally it passed beyond radar tracking rang. is
range the an^ elevation had decreases •• agrees. Finally the



eprinted fr^m
London Daily Express)

I really shall have to
get him transferred when we get

I'm just about sick and tired of these
fantastic stories of QNE-=headed men on the radar screen*"

object was estimated at 61,000 ft*, Hi miles up, before it lost
altitude, flew away at VJ.OOO ft* The ©bject was also observed through
a telescope at the same time, appeared "like a tennis ball*" Earlier
radar trackings of strange objects, between September Ik and 22, were
also disclosed by the War Office* In each case the radar echo was
equal to that given by a large bomber between 100 and 200 ft0 in width-

Air Ministry officials said that regular interchange of infor
mation between Britain and the United States has begun, regarding
saucerso

The sixteen=day time lag between the reports from the R.A.Fc
pilots and the official statement about the radar tracking suggests
that there was much deliberation before releasing the statement, a point
which may throw some light on what followedf,

Evidently taking this official relr ase as the green light, at
least four widely-read papers gave the story much prominence, their

5>unts, as usual, differing in detail* One had it that the air
sightings occurred some four hours, that is about 11:30 a*m*« before
the radar spotg another that It was made at night* Perhaps it was
both. The reported size of the radar echo also varied from the
equivalent of a large bomber to three or four times larger than the
largest airliner* Inconsistencies apart, the publicity build-up was
impressive, and quite unprecedented* One wondered if It were the
prelude to some big announcement*

But antl=elimax, or the soft-pedal, was in store,,

Next day an Air Ministry spokesman suggested the cause of the bothei
may have been a balloon sent up from Crawley Weather Station at 2 p,ni,-
Sinse during daylight hours two balloons are released at the station



aynor la'

nereur A from the frc ge as qu-
had arrive y at this p lews e a and the V.

a (which, w< to believe, had never heard jf
balloons) returned their wounds*

i-lons later asked in Parllamer a Gover
minister reiterated the official line* "There was nothing
a». he objects member 3?" he said* "'They were weathe

And he added, with undue optimism, "I hope we
rouble

the ( r, the Air Mir
apparently for the first time, t r, too has an une
tag.. in this case 5 par cent, althc paper managed .ke

per cento Commenting on this lamentable fa 'hey s "We
have no evidt rove flying saucers- exist

But did not stay out
bed e. disks "shining spheres" were reported

hovering in the skies re* Observers considered them too
weather balloons, bu' sons they were, according to a Iock
officii On Novembember 25 a large brilliantly-Ugh

globe was seen at Glasgow, Scotland* The paper reporting the sighting
was careful to emphasize that the Glasgow airport knew of no ballooj
being in the area at that time*

the night of December 1, hundreds of people in the Midlands and
elsewhere saw my objects, all between 6 and 7:30 p.m* bably
meteors," said the Royal Observatory* "Cloud halos caused by refra
tion," suggested a weather official*

At south ;=sea, Essex, something was seen by four men in the
ft cor Described as "bluish-white with re circular

end," it was flytng no 6:30 p.m* It s iirly hough
the tremendous speed a re made sighto
Sparks were coming from t was seen again an hour later.-
One Mrs. Ryan apsed after watching r 30 second
•ai. hen it -e endf, which was like two long fluores
cent tubes9 see? break away fr part, leaving a
space between

At lunch time the next day several d; of a Birmingham firm
saw a large sh« Lame heading northeast at about 3,000 ft* It
broke into smaller Lch burned c ,nd a oharred fragment
was seen to fall eight miles away,. There v. explosion, but a sound
like the chugging of a World War I aircraft was heard* Night brought

balls and streaks of flame, seen by hundreds. TheorSee
that they were meteors, shooting-stars, etc., were discounted, accor
ding t ^ws report* Professor H, Dingle, president of the Royal

'oeiety, stated, "I cannot explain them away scientifically*
ihey fee man-made and part of some experiment on ee
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Nor had the saucers been inactive before the November flur
On September 7, the day Neville Duke broke the airspeed record
Tangmere, Sussex, a saucer was seen hovering over the airfield by
several R.A^F. men. It was thought to be a balloon until It moved
off at terrific speed toward the Channe

On October 6, F* Potter, an amateur astronomer of Norwich, Ne
folk, saw a bright very large object at 7J15 p«.m* flying on a le
course for 3i minutes* A telescope showed it to be a disk sur-mount
by a dome. The dome, which did not rotate* had apertures at inter
vals around it, and light from these made the disk part visibj
Under the disk was a cavity which glowed a dull red. At least seven
others saw it Independently and the report contained a drawing- rep
duced on this page* It has a familiar look about it*

On October 9 two pilots of British European Airways saw a sky
object on their way from London to Paris• After returning to London
they learned that the airportJs radar had been plotting an unldenti
fled object which circled at 50,000 ft* for two hou.

An employee at the Crawley Weather Station told me that on Noven;
11 at %*30 pom* he saw a faintly glowing object cross the sky nor
to south in five minutes. Some radar technicians, who were installing
equipment at the site, also saw it and seemed to be quite familiar win
the thing* They had t;een it several times bask in the summer, always
about the same time, and had ascertained its height, presumably by '
radar, as H00 miles* TJjejK regarded ££ ag §& artificial satellite, but
were not willing to give more detail®. They further binted that the
firm of Canadian Avro already has a saucer-shaped ship flying, the
recent stories about it being In the drawing-board state being an
official blind*

And bringing things up to the date of this report, a flying ob
"like a smoking cigaro" was seen twice over Belgium., in daylight and
six miles up., (END tf,

•lanks to Otis McAllister and Capt. E, L. Plunkett, for
sending clippings and information to supplement i
Jollffe's repox
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There has been a long-felt need for a guide for use
in identifying unidentified flying objects* How much
easier the saucer investigator*s job would be If the
slghter could state at the beginning. "Detergent
bubble observed 20 degrees northeast"% The long
correspondence, the slghter"s labored art work, the
long consultations with the Air Force would not be
necessary.

We may be accused of stealing this information
from the Air Force, a point which we hereby deny at
the outset* It should be obvious that there is no
similarity here between this information and official
Air Force Releases*

THE SAUCERIAN will appreciate comments on our
following classifications, and La still open for
suggestions if they can be improved upon:

OBSOLETE NAVY PANCAKE STYLE AIRCRAFT* Easily
Identified, since this usually travels around
25,000 miles per hour and does Impossible maneuvers*

HALLUCINATION* Changes suddenly from silver to
bright red, then to a dazzling blue. When seen on the
ground, makes an odd humming sound* Earth la scorched
for weeks after It takes off*

MIRAGE* Usually explodes with terrific noise,
breaking store windowso

PLANET VENUS* One of the phenomena most gener
ally misinterpreted as rocket ships or flying saucers*
When jet planes chase it, that is the end of the flying,

JET AIRPLANE*

needed*

Quite obvious, no explanation

COBWEB* Shows up as a rapidly moving disk on
radar* When Intercepted, the Cobweb usually takes
a dive at the jet plane and scares the pilot almost
out of his wits* It usually changes ©ourse suddenly
just before a collision^ Sometimes it doesn'to

!Continued next page!

Li€H 1*1'

Jci B'^fhnC

DetclVitvt
Bubble



dea paper, or
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Detergent Bubble dropped hunks of rocks, or otr

SKYHOOK BA ,s is anywhere from 300 to 50C
travels at fante.; peecls* Always denied by scientists v
that no skyhook i have been sent up, when it is ©bvloua
observer that Is what he has seen*

a r

'.HT INVERSION* Caused by cold air and hot air., Dlstingi
being absolutely solid when run into by an airplane* Nat :.s

known about light inversions because the plane occupants they ensounti
are usually disintegrated before they can consult Menzel
guidance* (END Written by Stanley Ga>och* We absolutely reft:
be connected with this writeup~-Ed

_ ~LYINQ SADCER CLUB —

FLYING SAUCER NEWS, official journal of the Flying Saucer
hZ Rothbury Road. Hove 3, Sussex, England, Is an Informative 12-pags
mimeographed publication, reporting activities of the group and
containing much interesting saucerinformatlono

It is edited by Richard Hughes, secretary of the club, w
is able to combine documentation with a newsy style, making for quite
interesting reading* The Autumn, 1953 issue contains the re@<
English sightings, also reports from Norway and New Zealand, along
with a great many U»S« saucer items* Hughes has coined a word,
MENZELFQRMS, to cover all things that might be described as "natural
phenomena," taking the name from the vllllanous "guess who" who
recently wrote a book along those lineso

Membership Includes subscription to FLYING SAUCER NEWS, a badge
and membership certificate* Copies of the publication are all
available to non-members*

We also understand Capt* E» L„ Plunkett, former representa*
England for the U.S. International Flying Saucer Bureau (see Edi;

s issue), has forme-A a new organization, made up of former Englij
members of the now defunct U.Se organize

NEXUS

NEXUS, a small I graphed publication* is issued by Domlnick
isl and August C„ Roberts, of Jersey City, N» J„ Designed as

seating link between the various organizations associated
ing disk phenomena." NEXUS will be limited In circulation and will

be sent mainly to officers of those groupso
The first Issue contains speculation that saucers may be ftp

Venus, which the editors think must be a watery globe, and be based
They also wonder if the saucers might be based on some u.

explored area on the earth* Roberts reports on a strange kind of
ng he found in an old manuscript, which he says is similar to thi

legediy returned to George Adamski on a photographic plate by a
rusian (See ,5The Net; Saucer Books" this issue). Roberts said he

used the Shaver "Mantong" alphabet to translate the message
HdamskiBs book, but that the editors "are fearful of rep'
s message at this time.;- due to the resulting conseque-
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Just a short time ago a, ,ming to me from certain
sources became well seasoned with mystery.. Adding to the confusion
were reports that some saucer groups about the country had been put
out of action* At first I thought nothing of It, assuming they had
either quit because of the lack of funds or that the novelty had
worn off* Actually it was not substantial reasoning since each group
had charged a small fee to join and had more than enough members to
cover the small cost of postage and other small details* Then why
stop on the brink of discovering the saucer mystery, I asked myself*
Why, also, when I tried to find out through letters, phone calls and
recordings, should I receive either complete silence or answers that
made me wonder all the more just what really was going on* I contact
ted other groups which I knew were still in operation, but if they did
know the answers, they too wouldnH talk; others were just as myst
fled as I*

Instead of directing my search to the main source of information,
I began probing deeper Into the matter at hand, seeking former
members of the groups put out of action, thus searching for any clues
which might fill in the gaps I didnut have* From some I received a
few "gems" of information* Some of these I will pass alongi,

Apparently a branch of the United States Government Is closing
down all the groups who know the true answers to the saucer mystery*
Eventually even those groups knowing nothing at all will be forced
to close just because they work on a national and international scaleo

The bottom almost fell out of the saucer mystery a short time
ago, but the time was not ready for either the saucer groups or the
Government to disclose it* The Government does not want the saucer
groups to tell the world what the mystery is, fearing panic0

The resultant Idea of the Government is to put the public on
the wrong track through certain writers, etc0 The idea is simple?
just keep people thinking about something else and the real secret
can be kept well guarded* For example, when you chase the stars for
a solution to a problem you would rarely look at the ground in your
own back yard* A certain well-known writer, in his recently published
book, referred to what I had seen and photographed* His opinion
reads very wellf/ but I doubt his logiOo

So many falsehoods have been told about the saucer mystery,
you might find the truth hard to believe, even if I would reveal it*
THE SAUCERS ARE NOT WHAT MOST PEOPLE THINF THEY ARE*

Before 1953 rolls by the public may know most of the true answerso
What they learn should be startling* Why 1954-^ Simply because a
time element is Involved and the public must be told before much
longer* How they take It Is another story* A friend of mine once
said most people react like the man who ran out of his house, jumped
on his horse, and tried to ga in all directions at the same time.->

If you would only slow down your pace, and give this saucer
mystery a good thinking over, you too might find the answer* Only
then will you know why the Government is handling the matter in this*
the best and most intelligent way possible.
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and is printed f aly to illustrate the point involved
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Is e that contrary to popular belief* the claims of
funds supposedly the manufacture of atomic missies hag
in fact been channeled to the fabrication of interplanetary craft?

Is ail the red tape and mystery surrounding the flying saucers
nothing but planned confusion while the blasting of atomic bombs has
been don® to cover up the takeoffs of massive parts and equipment to

a Lunar base?

It Is a we we have the technology to reach
know-how to construct a space platform =— the on

3d is rero Could It be possible that our
.• secret of such power and have used the

moon as a jump!? -place to reach Mars or the other planets?
they have reached Mars$ what better way to signal our earth, in

the event their radio signals did not reach that far, than by setting
©ff atom ibs whose light flashes could be seen by our lookouts?

•at is the e .*i that would be why the Government does
no eveal what the flying saucers are at this time* It may
be the Government found a new type of power that will have a
great effect up of the large industries in the country,
and when revealed, is going to put many fuel industries out of busl=
ne& night ie Government may v/ant to tell the world what the
saucers are,, but Just k know how to do so without causing a
great effect o and VOTES*

FISH IN A BATH TUB

Many others a .1 the theory that, perhaps the Government if
fa: along .ace t , and/@r an artificial satellite than
one is led to believe* "Utria* of Qu* , Canada (see his
Report From Cana lis issue). asks, "Did you ever hear about "the

Then h* elucidates*

e most, people have forgotten all about it* Checking
.•ame across it and read it again* It really makes

me wo really believe that the Air Force or Navy stopped
o-.periments with the high altitude rockets after reaching

the height of some 250 or 300 miles, or that the Government would
spend ail the taxpayers" money on "planning" a spa©e platform before
trying each the altitude, where the space platform will be placed,
without sending an unmanned rocket first? Maybe IMm trying to catch
fis; a bath tub, but somehow I feel they are wltholding a 1
Informs*.- t blame them) about our own space crai

jcience fictionvriter, w&s also speculating that
an unmanned flight had already taken place, in his opinion to the •

a sta ter Gerry de la Ree^ who prepared an
artic .what expert.? ir various fields thought would be the firs

jpace travels Tucker stated*

I base my suspic' he fact that in February, 19^9, an
army-sponsored tw from Whit, hed an altitude
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susp*: landed some sor" le
he moon — but ol ae it will be several years before

«, if true, is reieast
TO GET A PAIL OF WATER

We have often wondered why some correspondents were interested
in newspaper clippings about water shortages* Maybe they0re intrigued
by the Fame theory advanced by Barry Sheehy, in the August, 1953»
issue of THE AUSTRALIAN FLYING SAUCER MAGAZINE., Sheehy believes the
saucers come from Mars, where, considering all those canals, there
must be a water shortage* With the remaining water supply gradually
disappearing, ©wing to Mars" low gravitation, maybe the Martians are
running tankers here to get a commodity we'd never suspect would be
valuable to interplanetary visitors*

Such a motive would explain their reluctance to be aeen9 believes
Sheehy, who further suggests the disks may be water-carriers, whi
the cigar~type ships probably carry passengers*

Fantastic? Indeed,, But after all, Mr» Sheeny may have hit
something* By the way, WHAT ABOUT mysterious water shortages that
crop up in city water systems, defying explanations of how large
quantities of water vanish? We remember a FATE article which des»

bed a saucer siphoning water from a lake (February-March, 1952,
issue) and, ©f course, thee little guy getting water in a bucket at
Brush Creek, California (See November SAUCERIAN)e

Of course the little guy might have simply been re-fueling*
Rocket experts have speculated that given atomic power for a rocket
drive, some sort of medium for expelling to give thrust would be
necessary* They suggest hydrogen, easily extracted from water,
likely to be found on any inhabited planet*

We hope the Martians don't become hoggish and take all the water
away, though we have heard of some hardy souls who avoided water, both
as a drink and for ablution.,, throughout their lives*

IMMATERIAL SAUCERS

Our review on the activities of the Borderland Sciences Research
Associates, in the September issue ("Where Science Fears to Tread,"
page 28) touched on the saucer theory advanced by that organization,
headed by Dr0 Meade Layne, director*

The BSRA theory, termed by Dr* Layne the "Etheric Explanation"
of the "Aeroforms" does fit most saucer phenomena, though is difficult
to understand on casual reading* Dr* Layne here comes up with a

,*st of the theory, which is also quite specific and clear, so left
turn the stage over to him and let him explain*

The Aeroforms (flying disks, saucers and other forms; are
emergents. lae*, they emerge onto our plane of perception from a
space-time frame of reference which is different from ours* This

ocess may also be described as a conversion of energy and a change
vibratory ratesc,

When the energy tiratlon rates are conver *h® Disk
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By William C, Lamb

Editor^ Notes THE SAUCERIAN

has always avoided religious arguments
about flying saucers« which run the
gamut from a belief in paternal
entities concerned with A-Bomb ex-
plosions to the insistence that
saucers are driven by angels* How
ever Wo Co Lamb"s story, told to us
in several detailed letters, is
interesting, we feel, aside from the
religious beliefs advancedo

The Editor recalls tales of
strange hoofprints seen in England,
as described by Charles Fort and
other writers* The tracks passed
over housetops* much in the same
manner as Mr. Lamb describes how the
tracks he saw traversed inaccessible
places* We wonder if there is any
connection between the phenomena*

We have purposely eliminated some
details that might seem even more un
believable than those printed, and
anyone interested in going further
into the story may write Mr* Lmme*
at Look Box 6%5, Newcastle. Wyo<
Mr* LamVs description of the events
are so vivid we believe he did see
SOMETHING, though are not prepared to
comment on his interpretation of
what he saw*

Flying saucers are seen every
where* Some say they are experiments
of the Air Force, or come from Russia
Some believe they"re interplanetary*
But I know where they're from, FOR I
SAW THE DEVIL LAND IN A FLYING SAUCER%

My story begins in 190%, when I noticed strange tracks in
snow* The tracks always appeared to be freshly made, resemble
hoofprints, and were always in a straight line, from three to several
feet apart* They ranged from the size of a muie"s hoof to the
of elephant tracks*

I became very interested i-i the tracks, and b&ihng puzzled, made
a practice of going over the route they took* Surely enough, right
after a fresh snow the tracks would appear, following the same route.
They went over hills, crossed ravines and creeks, negotiated steep
banks, and went through hedge fences impossible for animals to
penetrate*

But the terrifying event that changed my entire life happened
on the morning of February 22, 1922, when, in the course of reaching

Witnesses rough drawing of
8 ft* figure he saw in 1922,
Mr* Lamb thinks it was
Nick himself*
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rushed up the bank and hid behind a large cottonwood tree on the
rln he meadows then hearing nothing else, I stepped out he
meadow. There was another blinding flash of light, which s
dissolve into a creature about eight feet tall, of human shap
Although I was stricken with terrorP I do remember that the being had
a high forehead, with broad shoulders, and piercing eyes* Its face
was extremely white and lusterouar It had a covering of some light
green fiery material, as if wearing a mantel*

As the thing materialized from the flame it bounded along with
its feet touching the ground until it had slowed down, then the flame
surrounding the creature vanished, and the brightness still around it
diminished as it approached* Its feet moved so fast in running they
evidently were not observable, but they left hoofmarks after it had
passed by*

started to run, but had gone only about 50 ft* when I looked
back and discovered the creature had advanced about 80 rods* I was
then so frightened I froze In my tracks, though I d@ remember that
I then heard a terrible commotion In the air over my head like the
beating of wings and great combat* When the noise subsided I was
conscious that the strange creature passed by me within kO ft*, making
a noise like burning buildings,, and also a sputtering which sounded
like a swarm of bees, only much louder* It went through a barbed
wire fence, turning the wires blue with heat, although not breaking
them* My attention was turned to the fence, smoking from the heat»
but was diverted by an intensely red fireball overhead, at least 30 ft*

in diameter* The ball
seemed to be disk*
shaped, with a hole in
the middle, and turned
sidewise* Within the
opening I saw two
strange beings which
I interpreted as
angelic* One seemed
to be in a sitting
position, the other had
its back toward me* The
(continued next page)

Angelic beings in
sayraer threw fireball
at the monster^ other
wise Mr* Lamb would
really have been In
trouble* (Rough
sketch fey Mr. Lam<§>
at ler



one in the sitting position raised a fiery sword, which became a fire
ball as it was thrown in the direction the running figure had gone.

After the phenomena had subsided, I followed the tracks the
running creature had made for about five miles,. They went up steep
banks, as usual, across steep gullies I could not cross, and even over
haystacks. Some places they went across frozen streams, and I found
tracks in the mud under the ice* The ice had not been broken I

It was not a flying saueerman I saw, but THE DEVIL HIMSELF I This
old bird is being seen in many parts of the world, and is the lowest
down oreature in the universe Called the Old Snake, he deceiveth the
whole world (read your Bible).

Flying saucers are not from the planets, are not metallic, but
are spiritual beings and alive—either demons or eherufoims* The
Devil and his angels are inhabitants of this planet, are shut in here
and cannot leave the earth* ("Woe unto the inhabitants of the earth
and the sea, for the Devil is come down unto you, having great wrath,
because he knoweth he hath but a short time"-- Rev* 12*12)0 The
eherubims, or angelic beings, seeing the world is inhabited by the
Devil and his angels, travel in flying saucers, called by Ezekiel,
10th chapter, "Wheels within a wheel," etc* The Devil is the worst
liar in the universe, and has the "guts" to personify himself as an
an*el of God, and tries to imitate the eherubims and their flying
saucers*

I am convinced that without the assistance of the Cherubims,
I would have been picked up by the Devil, as he snatched Janes Greer
and Leroy Thorpe (see September SAUCERIAN, page 6)* The Devil probably
knew what I was doing from a Biblical and astronomical standpoint, and
tried to head me off, with the idea of introducing himself as an
angel (he even called out a Biblical reference as he came down). When
I started to run he probably decided to attack me, but was stopped
and driven away by the eheribums with the fiery sword* I believe
Greer and Thorpe were murdered by the Devil.

I believe the man from Venus which Adamski saw was really the
Devil in disguise, falsely saying he was interplanetary, and that the
"monster" seen at Flatwoods, W* Va*, (See September SAUCERIAN) was
also the Devil„

Before a man from Venus could land on earth he would first have
to whip hell out of the Devil and his angels, who also fly in saucers,
before he could even land* *

And believe me, he wouldn"t hi (END«-WCL)

we still jess miwteht
THE SAUCERIAN is in need of clippings and information about saucer

sightings and other unusual phenomena such as you find in this issue*
We need articles of a speculative tures and can use poetry occasionally:
We have plenty of fiction right i.ow, and are not sure if we will continue
printing fiction- Sor?y, we cao"t pay *or material, bn.t you will b*
fully credited* Material can be long enough to cover the subject, thr
we reserve the right to cut it dow.i to our requirements0 Art work is
also solicited* THE SAUCERIAN also weloomes your comments, your praise
or condemnation* Although we try to answer our mail, we often gefe
behind, so we hope you'll understand-—=GBt
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BOOK REVIEWS

By Gray Barker
************

Two new books,
dealing with flying
saucers, hit the best
seller lists. For
those who haven"t
read them, and tmt
those who have asked
us what we thought of
them, here are our
reviews*

************

FLYING SAUCERS HAVE
LANDED by Desmond
Leslie and George
Adamski, 232 pages,
Published by T.Werner
Laurie Ltd*, order
from the British Book
Centre, Inc., ,^20 West
**5>th St*, New York
36, N. Y* $3*50

They had just
finished roasting
the sheep and the
Abbott was ready to
say grace when one
the brethren of the
monastary came running
in, shouting about a
great portent in the
heaven*

The Abbott had to
think fast when. "Lo.
a large round silvery
thing like a disk flew
slowly over them and
excited the greatest
terror." It isr;
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whereby uttering or p mg certain kind ti wave
lengths could ^ gravity and causr iy or
building stone to be levitated* if a ,y
pitched note can break a mirror, Mis it beyond the
realise of possibility that if sound were completely
understood...it might be harmonized to the electrical
magnetig forces that produce levitation?" Leslie
suggests that prehisfc lying saucers were
literally 'flown with a song," and the modern counter
part may utilize similar secrets of tappi*&g the
energies of the unlve The mystical wAbracadabra®"
and "Open sesames" of legendary magicians may be
half-remembered sounds whi&h could move mountain®
and build the Great Pyramid.

That might explain how the fift*. a polished
casing stones of the Great Pyramid wer ? lifted and
fitted to Incredible tolerances without modern
machinery, that is, If. it would be ble, even
wjl^ modern machinery*

If great natural sources of power in the uni
verse could be tapped by the ancients, why could
not the same be done today? Although Leslie
shares the views of many occultists that the
realms of what many term the supernatural may
one day be the great frontier of science, it is
difficult for scientists to discard precon
ceived methods which l-?ad them against a stone
wall. As an example, che author point;, to
electricity and asks what It really is, remarking
that so far scientists have been unablr to tell
him what makes his TV set actually work, though
they are expert at building circuits to control
the electricity flowing through its tubes*
Although engineers can tell him much about the
Jtiog, Leslie thinks an understanding ©f the w&g
would lead to fa ar developments*

The m&h from
Venus as sketched
by Mrso Alice K»
Wells, one
Adamski"a witr
ses* She obser
ved the figure
through blnoeul*.

Picture on Page
51 is from Lond?
ILLUSTRATED, and
is an artist's
conception of
man described in
Adamski"i account-

t man''g ui*3erst and ing of his environment and limitless possi
bilities are expanding one time it was believed the human body
would disintegrate if ;rse were abandoned for the fantastic
speeds of locomotives; later the sonic barrier, through which m
plane could pass without supposed disintegration, was penetrated$
now the speed of light is deemed unsurpassable*

So with the scientific fancy freed from mundane limiting
horizons, the reader is thus prepared for and ushered into the piece
of resistance, the second part of the Ihook, wherein one George
Adamski actually meets a space visitor and draws an amazing discourse
from him*

******** ****

Adamski lives at Palo ardens, 3,000 ft* in altitude, on the
slopes of Mt* Palomar, where the 200-ineh telescope is locate
Describing himself as "philosopher, stiident, teacher, and saucer
researcher,." he takes oare bo point oui; that he has no co&ieetion with
the staff of the obser/a Alth -regular occupation is not

Adamski nh the restaurant at Palomar G&rdei. -



LESLIE BELIEVES:

♦Saucers are inter
planetary , coming from
within and without our
solar system*

•Earth has constantly
been visited since
prehistory*

♦Saucers were once
built on earth and
could be flown to
other planets*

♦Sound may have been
a power source for the
ancients, much as our
modern science is
based mainly upon the
control of heat*

•Ancient manuscripts
describe saucers and
lother marvels of pre-
;history*

♦oaucers are not to be
feared and likely are
a blessing* The aster-
old belt was once a
planet whose scientists
destroyed* Saucers are
here to prevent that from
happening to the earth*

Mr* and Mrs. A. C. Bails
Ho Williamson, of Prescott, Ariz*, Mrs<
Palomar Gardens and operator of the restaurant,
his secretary (who we understand also owns part of the business)
Adamski located the meeting spot, on a desert about ten miles from
Desert Center toward Parker, Aris*, mainly by hunch, since he had
developed the habit of following hunches or feelings* Stopping for
a picnic lunch, the party noticed considerable aircraft circling the
vicinity and then a large cigar-shaped craft. Following another hunch,
Adamski told the rest of the party to wait while he went to a spot
about a half mile from the highway* The ship seemed to follow the
car as they drove him part of the distance to the location, then stopped
when the car stopped*

ugh not the owner of Ito
he has no college degrees*

He also states

Adamski first became interested in
space craft in October, 19V6, when during
a meteor shower he saw an object like a
giant dirigible in the sky, which soon
pointed upward and shot out of view with
a burst of flame* At the time he thought
little of it, but the widespread talk of
flying saucers, after Kenneth Arnold pub
licised them in 19*+7, led him to watch the
skies* With two telescropesv. one of which
had a camera attached, Adamski said he was
able to observe and photograph hundreds
of saucers, though few of the photographs
turned out well... Remarking about the
comment of some people who wonder why he
sees so many saucers» Adamski says that
anyone can see them if he forms the habit
of watching the sky* "These ships are
there and they can be seen by those who
look up whenever they are out of doors —
not always, but sooner or later the
searcher will be rewarded*"

But it was on November 20. 1952, at
12*30 noon, that Adamski got his closest
look at a saucer„ and talked with a long
haired man from Venuso Hearing that
saucers had been landing in nearby deserteVi
presumably from groups of persons who had
allegedly contacted the occupants, Adamski
decided to try his own luck* Gathering
four friends, his secretary and the pro
prietor of the restaurant, he set forth
early one morning* The party consisted of
of Winslow, Ariz*, Dr0 and Mrs* George

Alice K« Wells, owner of
and Mrs. Lucy MoGlnnls,

Adamski spotted a small saucer drifting through a saddle between
two mountain peaks and hurriedly turned his telescope on it, shooting
pictures. Then the saucer disappeared* But soon afterward he was
aware of a figure beckoning to him, which, upon closer observation*
proved to be the person from the saucer*

The man had long hair, finely chiseled features, and was dressed
in an odd one-piece suit, apparently without seams* The trousers
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'hey visl earth,

•They do not land in
populated areas for
fear of violence>

♦There have been many
landings and will be
more ,

♦They believe in •
Creator*

•Their saucers are
operated by the "law of
attraction and repu
sior

♦They are here because
the Bomb*

•Saucers are tran&p
ted through spaee in
mother ships*

he small disks are
"television eyes1" and
aan be destroyed by
remote controls

♦We have been respon
sible for many saucer**
man death

♦Men from Venus now
walk among us unnoticed.

saucer buzzed Palomar
the ground. Upon develop
in the boov.

The visit©r also prints at the site of the desert
meeting (see illus n on next page), and casts of these were made
with plaster of Paris . e symbolic markings?. Experts
are trying to decipher the messages and a b@ok on the subject is
promised for future publication*

Although the desert photographs were spoiled, apparently by
radiation from the saucer, the pictures taken of the saucer on its
return visit are corisers • They show the saucer in great detail,
including Interesting bail=type landing gear, and also are reproduced

the boor:

We have tried to sum up k in a literal manner because there
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the ©ccurrence, has a charitable and benignant soul* For he would
see only good coming to manklng from the saucers, a reflection, perhapst
of his own hopes and idealsc

But whether c -an or prophet, cracicpot or sage, the Palomar
saueerhunter has w n interesting, if not always literary, story.

And whether factual or faked9 Adamski"a photographs, appearing
in liberal numbers throughout the volume? are interestlngo We would
point out, however, that Plate 10, showing a saucer said to be phot-
graphed by August C, Roberts over New York in July, 1952, does not fit
in with the caption. Roberts did take a photo on that date, but it
did not come out well, though it has been reproduced widely* The
photograph reproduced in the book is what Roberts terms one of his
"flash bomb photographs,eB taken at an earlier date, while the Air
Force was conducting an experiment with flash bombs* Roberts, not
interested in saucers at that time, took routine photographs of the
tests, but did not make prints until a yeas or two later, when the
occasion for examining the negatives disclosed the odd object pictured.
Roberts, who is an experienced photographer, cannot figure how any
lens reflections or other technical flaws could have produced the
images, and experts to whom he has submitted the shots agree with him*
Although some of the "saucers" in other photos appeared underneath
the flash bomb explosions, the picture reproduced in the book is a time
exposure with a street lamp in the foreground* The saueer~like
object seems to be material^ Illuminated by the street lamp*

Itics have accused Adamski of faking the entire lot of
pictures, and letters*-to-the~edltors columns ha^e pointed out the
similarity of the Venuslan saucer to table lamps* The book quotes
Pev Marley, associate director of photography far Cecil B. DeMille°s
THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, who stated that if faked, the photographs
were the cleverest he had seen* Vie wrote a letter to Marley, to
check his statement, but received no reply*

In an article prepared for SAUCERS <» publication of Flying
Saucers International, Hollywood, Call,"., Adamski stated he recognised
several saucermen circulating among the crowds attending the organ!-
zatiorfs recent convention in Hollywood. Adamski feels the visitor
didn't want his picture taken for fear Its publication might set the
public wise to the appearance of saucermen, so they might be recog
nized, a perilous thought for aliens, considering that a frightened
public might tear them to pieces*

Further comment on Adamski is furnished by a SAUCERIAN corres
pondent who has visited him at Palomar Gardens. "I met Adamski about
a year ag3 in hi® cafe on the road to Palomar Observatory.. He is a
very pleasant chap and quite an extrovert. Upon nearly every occasion
I have visited him he has entertained the people at the cafe by
striking up conversations about the saucers. Here are some of the
things I have heard him says "The government is shooting down saucers
with cosmic rsys!'§ "Saucer people are living incognito among us* On
one occasion on a back road a car overturned and a saucerman set the
car upright and hurried off before he could be thanked9.1 Adamski also
said he couldn't photograph the man he met on the desert because he
was a manifestation of too high a vibratory frequency/1 Another corres»
£ondent, telling of seeing Adamski on a TV show8 said "He is a nice
ooking, older mars* He spoke with an accent9 and had a quiets una
ssuming manner* When asked if he had actually spoken to a man from
Venus, he raised his hand and said, "As God is my judge, I swear it
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FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE, by Major Donald B, Keyhoe, U. S.
Marine Corps (ret*), 276 pages, Published by Henry Holt and Company,
New York City, $3-°

It looked as If earth were In for a full-size invasion from
Mare — or some other equally hostile interplanetary locatior.

Keyhoe oouldn't understand why the Air Force had cleared i
but there the release was9 in his hands. And the byline was Co:
Wo C. Odell, only the Air Force connection and rank eouUn't be
mentioned.

"PLANET EARTH — HOST TO EXTRATERRESTRIAL LIFE'

That was the title* and the wrlteup developed 'jne hair-raising
suggestion t that some gylng planet is seeking a new home* The
writeup asked, dramatical, "Why should the earth be singled out?"

If the Utah films would scare the public, this would give them
fits* Besides, the reporters might remember another statement from
the International Medical Conference* about possible ways of prolonging
life indefinitely, and the consequent overcrowding of the earth*

So Major Donald E* Keylsoe^s cook's tour of an apparently befuddled
Pentagon comes t© an end with the Air Force still puzzled about what
to tell the public about the disks.

.,m^ Keyhoe believes the people are ready for the information, for
'The American people have risen to supreme heights before,," Then
there is the possibility the Russians might claim they have the
disks and stage an atomic Invasion while Americans go into paniCc

While Keyhoe knows a slick phrase when he types it, and lays it
on with all the aplcub of a Hollywood "B" flicker script, he does
bring a decided new note to saucerbookst the Idea that saucers may
be hostile and it might be better to get ready to meet them with
guns instead of Anglo-Martian dictionaries*

Of course there might be other reasons for the saucers, now
almost officially termed interplanetary — straight from the Air
Force Press Desk of Albert M. Chop himself*

They might be concerned about our high-altitude rockets, and the
possibility the earth might be ready for Interplanetary flight. Or
if the earth were blown up by the Bomb, or its orbit changed, other
bodies in sour solar system would be affected, possibly disasteroualy.,
Or the saucerpeople might be running out of uranium and figure we had
a plentiful supply, looking down on so many mushroom cloud So There
is also a 50/50 possibility they mean no harm and have other reasons
for the surve;lllance*

The green fireballs, seen mainly in the Southwest, must be guided
missies, believes Keyhoe,. but they don9t bother him so much as the
red spray cases* On thre* successive nights, at the same place and
same hour, a red light came down at Albuquerque, N. M., to 200 ft. and
exploded In a red spray. It seems the saucermen were deliberately
demonstrating what they could do if they wanted to*

Bulk of the book is the tale of classified files and secret
reports, and a revealing film that if released might cause a scare*



Obviously intended for the general public as well as saucerenthuslasts,
FLYING SAUCERS FROM OUTER SPACE reads like a mystery thriller as
Keyhoe delves Into the intricacies of official secrecy and internal
dissent over how to handle public relations on saucers* Three groups
are involved. The first believes sightings should be made available
to prepare the public for the solution, once it were found* The
secorrf group Is afraid such Information will scare the people, and
the third group Is composed of skeptics who just don't believe in
flying saucers at all* Along with all this, Keyhoe works in the
standard widely-publicised saucer sightings, with a few new angles and
cases. There is the suspicious fate of a Northwest Airlines DC-»»
that went into Lake Michigan and led Mutual commentator Frank Edwards
to wonder if it collided with a saucere It crashed after a prolonged
flash in the sky* Only thing recovered from the lake were small
fragments—-no bodies*

Keyhoe attached great importance to "The Utah Pictures," an
amateur color motion picture shot by a Navy warrant officer near
Treraenton, Utah* Keyhoe is told the film proves the objects photo
graphed were round machines of some kind, making maneuvers no plane
could duplicate* Apparently the Air Force and Navy cannot agree at
the same time about whether to release them, and the subject kicks
around through most of the pages* The Air Force had a notion to show
them to the press and say they were birds* but felt the press wouldn't
swallow it* It is not to© clear why the pictures should put the
public in a tlzsy such as imagined,,

The book could be a thing carefully planned by the powers that
be, designed to prepare the people for more startling wordage to come,
nut we suspect the motivation is more mundane* The book is slickly
written^ and is selling extremely well, though Keyhoe alleges he is
losing money because of the high cost of research between saucerbooks*
Though quite a relief from more fanatical manuscripts now reaching
print, the book will be a disappointment to the reader looking for
revealing facts* Keyhoe is able to make routine speculation and few
ww facts intensely exciting, however, and knows how easy it is t_>
read a book with conversation in it* For adding a frenzied excite
ment to prosaic goings-on in the Pentagon, the author is a master*

The reader unacquainted with checking facts may not suspect that
many of Keyhoe"s utterances may be over=dramatized0 Take his handling
of the West Virginia "monster" (see Sept*, 1953 issue), for example*
Keyhoe apparently reports newspaper stories and hearsay tales, and
although the sources are usually qualified, the hasty reader will
accept all of it as gospel* When he says it was rumored that two
magazine writers were investigators in disguise, to many it automatic-
aly becomes facto Since this incident happened almost within shooting
distance of this writer's farm home, we likely would have he?-rd about
any magazine writers present* Far as we know, we were the only one there
who might be remotely classified as a magazine writer, doing the story
for FATE, and if we9re an official Investigator of any kind, it's a
new one on us* I wrote Keyhoe asking for information needed in running

ran some of the statements, but he never did answer* I suppose he is
quite loaded down with mall.

We have a report from another prospective saucerbook author, who
oently was in Washington cheeking Air Force files and remarked, "I
nd that ail the saucer sightings are apparently unclassified and I
i able to see them without any Air Force clearance at all* Furthermore,
hoe never had any such clearance either and the material is available
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